CHAPTER REPORT FOR REGION III CONFERENCE
SEPTEMBER 27 - 29, 1973

CHAPTER Hampton Roads

MEMBERSHIP
JUNE 1972 Assigned Members 90 Pay local dues 60
JUNE 1973 Assigned Members 103 Pay local dues 65(expected)

Do you send notices to non dues paying members? Yes
Average attendance at technical meetings 30
Cost of meal to Chapter $5.00 to Member $5.00
Committee -- Describe unique features Social hour is sponsored
by local manufacturers reps.

EDUCATION
Number of student members 11 Do they attend meetings? No
How do you encourage attendance of students? Meals at half price,
have appointed a member and a student member to encourage activity.
Scholarships: Number 1 Grants-in-aid
Dollar value $200
Seminars: Number One Topics Absorption Machines
Attendance 35
Committee -- Describe unique features

RESEARCH FUND RAISING FY 72/73 12 contribution for $170
Number of Contributions FY 73/74 3 cent Dollar Value for $150 with another $2
Dollars Per Assigned Member expected.
Committee -- Describe unique features Program included personal phone
calls and personal call to follow up on commitments.

FINANCES
Sources of income other than dues Interest on money in bank
Function Income $169.00

Problems None

MANUAL FOR CHAPTER OPERATIONS
Do your officers and committeemen have a copy? Yes
Do they find it effective? 
Do they use it? No Suggestions for improvement

CHAPTER PROBLEMS AND ITEMS OF MUTUAL INTEREST
1. Securing good speakers - speaker lists not kept current.
2. Dinner expenses - difficult to keep cost down.
3. Membership not aware of activities conducted by National, suggest speaker from National.

Use supplementary sheets if necessary. (Please bring 15 copies to the meeting).